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It’s Your Turn.



€ XXXX,XX

 

With an aggressive new face and a whole lot 
more attitude, the new Tracer 700 is equipped 
to get your adrenaline pumping whenever 
you ride. After work or at the weekend, this 
dynamic sport tourer is ready to thrill you with 
its outstanding performance and lightweight 
agility.

The CP2 engine with crossplane technology 
produces a wave of linear torque that just keeps 
on coming right through the rev range for 
remarkable acceleration in every gear – and the 
compact chassis and adjustable suspension are 
built to slice quickly and precisely through every 
corner.

Next generation aerodynamic bodywork with 
dual LED headlights and aggressive slant-eye 
position lights reinforce the bike’s modern 
design and forceful good looks – and with its 
long-distance ergonomics, wider handlebars 
and adjustable screen, this versatile new 
middleweight is always ready for your next road 
trip. New Tracer 700: It’s Your Turn.
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New half fairing with aggressive new face
With its aggressive new face and redesigned 
compact bodywork, the new Tracer 700 makes 
a bold statement that just cannot be ignored! 
Flowing seamlessly into the tank cover, the 
futuristic half fairing offers plenty of wind and 
weather protection, and its modern design 
underlines the dynamic character of this class-
leading sport tourer.

Lightest in class
Featuring a compact, lightweight chassis with a 
long aluminium swingarm and offering a 1,460mm 
wheelbase, this is one of the most agile and 
exciting sport tourers. With the lowest weight in 
the class combined with its thrilling torque-rich 
engine character, the Tracer 700 achieves the best 
power to weight ratio to give a truly outstanding 
riding experience.

More responsive torque-rich CP2 engine
Nothing else in the class feels or sounds as good 
as Yamaha’s remarkable 689cc CP2 engine. Its 
industry-leading crossplane philosophy design 
gives an uneven firing sequence which delivers 
strong and linear torque. And with its range of 
engine, transmission and exhaust updates, this 
ultra-responsive EU5 compliant powerplant 
delivers an ever sportier and more thrilling ride.

Twin LED projector headlights, position 
lamps and flashers
As well as projecting a powerful beam for 
excellent night-time vision, the compact dual LED 
projector headlights give the new Tracer 700 an 
aggressive, modern and dynamic look. And for 
good daytime visibility this new generation sport 
tourer is equipped with bright LED position lamps 
as well as compact LED flashers.

Adjustable upgraded front and rear 
suspension
The new Tracer 700 is equipped with upgraded 
front and rear suspension systems that enable 
you to achieve optimum handling performance 
in different situations. The 41mm cartridge forks 
and the rear shock feature preload and rebound 
damping adjusters that make it easy to set the 
bike up to suit different loads, various road 
conditions and a range of riding styles.

Contoured dual seat for rider and 
passenger comfort
You and your passenger can be sure of an 
extremely comfortable ride on the new 
generation Tracer 700 thanks to its upgraded seat 
design. Featuring a contoured profile and stylish 
stitch-type detailing, the one-piece dual seat 
enhances the bike’s genuine long-distance touring 
capabilities.

Commanding riding position with 
comfortable ergonomics
The new Tracer 700 is equipped with 34mm wider 
handlebars that match the new aerodynamic 
bodywork, giving you a more commanding riding 
position. Together with the new seat, the revised 
ergonomics improve comfort and controllability, 
and emphasise the confident big-bike feel of this 
versatile middleweight.

Aerodynamic screen with single-handed 
adjustment
The stylish and sporty new aerodynamic screen 
is designed to give a more relaxed and enjoyable 
ride by reducing wind buffeting to the upper body 
– and when you need to adjust the screen’s height 
it can be done quickly and easily with one hand. 
For extra wind and weather protection the new 
Tracer 700 is fitted with redesigned handguards 
featuring integrated LED flashers.
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Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your 
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Full Exhaust System
90798-32801-00

Licence Plate Holder
B5C-H4550-00-00 B5C-F4710-A0-00

Comfort Seat Passenger
B5C-F4750-B0-00

Extra Comfort Rider Seat
B5C-F4710-B0-00

Heated Comfort Seat
B5C-F4710-C0-00

High Screen
B5C-F83J0-00-00 34B-F84A8-10-00

50L Top Case City Coloured Lid 
Panels

Soft ABS Side Cases
2PP-FS0SC-00-00

Soft ABS Side Cases Stays System
B5C-F8423-00-00

Inner Bag - City Side Cases
1MC-INBAG-CC-00

20L Side Cases Touring Right Side
BC6-F0753-1R-02

20L Side Cases Touring Left Side
BC6-F0753-1L-02

39L Top Case City Coloured Lid 
Panel
52S-F842M-00-00

Side Cases and Top Case Touring 
Lock Set
5P5-28406-01-00

Billet Clutch Lever
2PP-F3912-00-00

Billet Engine Oil Filler Cap
2PP-FE0LC-00-00

Billet Handlebar Risers
2PP-FHBRS-00-00

Billet Rear Master Cylinder Cover
B67-FBFLC-00-00 BS2-FFSPC-01-00

Billet Touring Foot Pegs Rider
2PP-FRFPG-00-00

12V DC Outlet Plus
2PP-855A0-00-00

Billet Brake Lever

Tracer 900 Accessories















 



 

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your 
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Full Exhaust System
90798-33001-00

Design sports seat 
BD5-247C0-00-00

Heated Design Comfort Seat.
BD5-F47C0-A0-00

High Screen
BD5-F83J0-00-00

Suspension Low Linkage Kit

50L Top Case City
34B-F84A8-10-00

39L Top Case City
52S-F84A8-00-00

Mounting Plate Top Cases City
BV1-F84X0-00-00

Billet Engine Oil Filler Cap
2PP-FE0LC-00-00

Billet Handlebar Ends
B67-FHBED-00-00

Billet Passenger Foot Peg Set
BK6-FPPEG-00-00

Billet Brake Fluid Reservoir Cover
B34-FBFLC-10-00

Billet Brake Lever
1RC-F3922-10-00

Billet Clutch Lever
B67-F3912-00-00

Billet Rear Stand Hooks
2CR-F71A0-00-00

Chain guard 
BD5-FCHNC-00-00

Custom Pegs Rider
1WS-F2741-00-00

Custom Pegs Passenger
1WS-F2743-00-00

Front fork protectors
BD5-251B0-00-00

GPS Stay
BD5-F34A0-00-00

Radiator Cover
BD5-FRADC-00-00

Billet Rider Footpegs
BK6-FRPEG-00-00

Chain Adjuster
B67-FCHAD-00-00

NIKEN GT Accessories















































 

Yamaha Offers You

YOU is a full range of premium services that 
makes every aspect of buying and owning a 
Yamaha even easier. We want to ensure that 
you always have an enjoyable experience 
whenever you come across a Yamaha product.

YOU services make the purchase of every 
Yamaha more accessible – and Yamaha owners 
can benefit from the peace of mind that comes 
with every YOU product.

Take a closer look at the range of YOU 
services, and you’ll see that it is more than 
buying a Yamaha, but the beginning of a long 
and lasting relationship.



  

Yamaha Motor Insurance

Yamaha Motor Insurance is designed specifically for 
Yamaha owners, and simplifies the whole process of 
getting cover for your Yamaha vehicle.

The range of top quality products covers all aspects of 
Yamaha ownership, and provides you with high levels 
of protection at competitive rates, giving you peace of 
mind for more enjoyable, worry free riding.

With Yamaha Motor Insurance you benefit from an 
exclusive scheme and can expect a first class service 
from our dedicated team. *

Yamaha Motor Road Assistance

If you ever need help in the event of a breakdown 
you can be sure that we’re only a phone call away. 
Every Yamaha that’s protected by a Factory Warranty 
is automatically covered by Yamaha Motor Road 
Assistance. And we’ll be right there, whenever you 
need us. *

Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty

When you buy any new Yamaha you can be sure that 
premium quality and class leading reliability come as 
standard. And you will also benefit from the added 
reassurance of a full Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty 
that covers all parts and labour costs in the unlikely 
event that your Yamaha requires any unforeseen 
repairs. *

Yamaha Motor Selected Occasion

The way we see it, every rider deserves the extra 
reassurance given by a factory warranty. And the good 
news is that if your Yamaha is between 1 and 5 years 
old you can now get up to 24 months extra warranty 
cover with Yamaha Motor Selected Occasion. Why 
wouldn’t you? *

Yamaha Motor Extended Warranty

We want to make sure that you get maximum 
enjoyment from your new Yamaha, so upon your 
purchase Yamaha offers a Yamaha Motor Extended 
Warranty, to experience carefree riding and the added 
peace of mind that comes with up to 36 months extra 
warranty cover! *

Yamaha Motor Finance

Yamaha offers a selection of financial services to make 
the ownership of a Yamaha even more accessible. 
Yamaha Motor Finance can be tailor-made to suit your 
circumstances and lifestyle, giving you total flexibility. 
*

* Terms and conditions apply. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



 

Be Smart. Keep it Genuine.

To ensure that your Yamaha delivers optimum 
performance with long-term reliability, we 
recommend that you always use Yamaha 
Genuine Parts. Our high-quality spare parts 
comply with proven safety standards, fit 
perfectly and have a high resistance to wear - 
giving you peace of mind.

By using an Official Yamaha Dealer 
for servicing, you can be sure that all 
maintenance is carried out by highly skilled 
Yamaha Technicians using Genuine Parts and 
Yamalube products.

Our technicians are regularly trained at the 
Yamaha Technical Academy, giving them the 
expert knowledge and in-depth experience 
needed to keep your Yamaha in factory-fresh 
condition. For more detailed information 
please consult your local Yamaha dealer or 
visit our website.



  

A Liquid Engine 
Component

At Yamaha we appreciate that our products 
instill a unique pride of ownership amongst 
our customers, and in recognition of their 
loyalty to the brand we have developed 
the Yamalube range of lubrication and 
maintenance care products.

Our Yamaha engineers consider oil as a liquid 
engine component that is one of the most 
important parts of your Yamaha engine. 
Choosing Yamalube really does make a 
difference.

By always using Yamalube you can be sure 
that your engine has the potential to run at 
peak performance, and deliver the durability 
and reliability that you expect from every 
Yamaha. We also manufacture a range of care 
products that keep your pride and joy in tip-
top conditions. Your local Yamaha dealer can 
advise you on the best Yamalube product for 
your Yamaha or visit our website.
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Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourage you to ride safely and respect fellow riders 
and the environment. Images shown in this brochure depict professional riders performing under controlled conditions. 

Specifications and appearance of Yamaha products as shown here are subject to change without notice and may vary 
according to requirements and conditions. For further details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.

Follow us on:

Dealer


